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Abstract
Ambiguity-seeking behavior is universally disregarded in a large theoretical
finance literature with smooth ambiguity preferences. This paper questions the
three rationales for this practice. First, smooth ambiguity models are not illdefined under ambiguity-seeking. Second, a representative investor need not be
ambiguity-averse when an average individual trader is ambiguity-averse. Third,
individual traders need not be ambiguity-averse when a representative investor
is ambiguity-averse. Our constructive suggestion is that researchers should
calculate the allowed levels of ambiguity-seeking for which their model is wellposed, and then let the data speak for themselves whether ambiguity-seeking
or ambiguity-aversion can better explain empirical evidence.
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I.

Introduction

As far as ambiguity-seeking behavior is concerned, there is a large and widening
gap between empirical evidence and a burgeoning theoretical finance literature incorporating smooth ambiguity preferences. While the theoretical literature universally
disregards ambiguity-seeking, mounting evidence shows that this behavior plays an
important role even in the general population. Among participants in financial markets (whose preferences matter most for asset pricing), ambiguity-seeking is expected
to be even more pronounced given evidence that ambiguity-averters are more likely
to stay away from stock trading. Section II reviews the literature.
This paper examines the three main rationales for excluding ambiguity-seeking behavior. First, the absence of ambiguity-seeking can be viewed as a technical condition
for models to be well-posed (similarly to the role of no-risk-seeking condition in many
models). Second, when one builds a representative-investor model, one may posit that
a representative investor cannot be ambiguity-seeking given that an average person is
ambiguity-averse (e.g., Ellsberg’s experiment). Third, flipping the argument around,
because a representative investor is ambiguity-averse according to some model calibrations (e.g., Ju and Miao (2012)), one may surmise that ambiguity-seeking cannot
be prevalent among individual traders. 1
These three rationales appear intuitive and convincing, which is probably why
neither of them has been formally examined. Our paper fills this gap. Our key
contribution is to argue that each rationale is flawed. Importantly, we do not rely
on carefully constructed counterexamples to make this point. On the contrary, we
consider several stylized smooth ambiguity models with no unusual features. The
As we discuss in Section II.B, many papers assume ambiguity-aversion without much discussion,
and so we cannot rule out that other justifications might exist, besides the three considered in this
paper. However, based on our reading of a large number of papers as well as numerous conversations
with researchers in this area, we believe that our list of the three rationales is exhaustive.
1
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key take-away message is that researchers should give the data a chance to speak for
themselves on what ambiguity attitude is more empirically relevant, instead of the
current approach of postulating ambiguity aversion.
Our main findings are as follows. First, we find that smooth ambiguity models,
both considered in this paper and more general ones (see Remark 1), are well-specified
if investors are ambiguity-seeking provided that it is not too severe. Second, we
find that a representative investor can be ambiguity-seeking even when individual
traders whom she “represents” are, on average, ambiguity-averse. Third, we show that
ambiguity-seeking can be prevalent among individual traders, and yet a representative
investor, when calibrated to the prices generated by the traders, may turn out to be
ambiguity-averse.
There are two practical suggestions arising from our analysis. First, researchers
should, as part of model analysis, determine the admissible levels of ambiguity-seeking
behavior for which their model is well-defined. The result of this analysis is modelspecific, and so it cannot be computed once and then used in other settings. 2 Second,
when calibrating a model, the ambiguity attitude parameter should be allowed to take
values in the whole of the admissible region, and not only in the part corresponding
to ambiguity aversion.
Ignoring these suggestions would not be problematic if we could, somehow, be
confident that ambiguity-seekers do not play a role in generating any of the observed
phenomena in financial markets. However, it is hard to square this conjecture with
substantial empirical evidence of ambiguity-seeking behavior (see Section II.A). Moreover, we know little to nothing about ambiguity attitudes of professional investors
This is notably different from addressing a similar question but for a risk aversion parameter
in models without ambiguity. For example, models with CARA (CRRA) utility are typically wellspecified if and only if ARA (RRA) coefficient is positive, and this condition does not depend on
features such as the number of risky stocks and their characteristics (means, variances, correlations).
Under smooth ambiguity, however, these features matter.
2
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(e.g., mutual and hedge fund managers) whose decisions, and hence preferences, play
a major role in shaping financial markets. In this situation, it seems best to keep an
open mind on what ambiguity attitude is more empirically relevant.
We consider the issues addressed in this paper to be important and timely given
that they relate to a flourishing finance and macro-finance literature incorporating
smooth ambiguity.3 Our focus on smooth ambiguity, and not other ambiguity specifications,4 is motivated by the observation that studies aiming to explain stylized facts
quantitatively rely predominantly on the smooth ambiguity approach. To give two
examples, Ju and Miao (2012) is a pioneering work showing that a smooth ambiguity
model can match the equity premium, risk-free rate and equity volatility, and also to
generate a variety of other observed regularities. Gallant, R Jahan-Parvar, and Liu
(2019) compare several influential models with and without smooth ambiguity and
find support for the former models. They also find significant quantitative effects of
smooth ambiguity on asset prices. Other quantitatively oriented smooth ambiguity
models are listed in footnote 3.
We now turn to describing the details of our analysis. To examine the validity of the first rationale for ambiguity-aversion (that otherwise models would not be
well-posed), we consider a setting with a risk-free bond and two risky stocks, one
or both of which can be ambiguous. For tractability, we assume that: i) both stock
returns and beliefs about ambiguous expected returns are normally distributed, and
The smooth ambiguity approach was initiated by Klibanoff, Marinacci, and Mukerji (2005).
Finance works building on this approach include Caskey (2009), Ju and Miao (2012) Chen, Ju, and
Miao (2014) Jahan-Parvar and Liu (2014), Backus, Ferriere, and Zin (2015), Thimme and Völkert
(2015), Guidolin and Liu (2016), Collard, Mukerji, Sheppard, and Tallon (2018), Wei (2018), Altug,
Collard, Akmakli, Mukerji, and Ozsoylev (2019), Gallant, R Jahan-Parvar, and Liu (2019), Miao,
Wei, and Zhou (2019), Liu and Zhang (2020), Savor, Wilson, and Puhl (2020).
4
Other approaches are maxmin model (Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989), α-maxmin model (Ghirardato, Maccheroni, and Marinacci (2004)), variational model (Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini (2006)), prospect theory (Wakker (2010)), and vector expected utility model (Siniscalchi
(2009)). Cubitt, van de Kuilen, and Mukerji (2019), among others, is an experimental study comparing existing approaches.
3
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ii) preferences are represented by a composite of two exponential (CARA) functions.
Because of the tractability, this framework is increasingly used in the smooth ambiguity literature.5 While this literature postulates no ambiguity-seeking, we characterize
endogenously the condition on investor ambiguity attitude that is necessary and sufficient for the model to be well-posed. Hereafter, we refer to this condition as Allowed
Ambiguity-Seeking condition, or briefly AAS condition. Essentially, the AAS condition is equivalent to the requirement that investors’ portfolio problems have unique
solutions.
We derive analytically the AAS condition and find that it is satisfied when investors are moderately ambiguity-seeking. The finding that ambiguity-seeking is admissible is somewhat surprising in light of a natural parallel to the risk-seeking not
being admissible in many models. As we know, unconstrained risk-seekers have an
infinite demand for risky stocks and, therefore, need to be assumed away. 6 The reason the parallel breaks down is as follows. Investing more in ambiguous stocks makes
the portfolio not only more ambiguous but also more risky. An ambiguity-seeking
risk-averse7 investor likes the former and dislikes the latter. When she is moderately
ambiguity-seeking, the risk-aversion effect dominates and her demand for ambiguous
stocks is bounded.
The second justification for ambiguity-aversion posits that ambiguity aversion of
an average individual trader translates into the same attitude of the representative
See, for example, Gollier (2011), Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Ruffino (2013), Hara and Honda
(2018), Mukerji, Ozsoylev, and Tallon (2019).
6
There is a growing number of theoretical works incorporating local risk-seeking behavior, in
which case there is no problem of an infinite demand. Examples include Cuoco and Kaniel (2011),
Basak and Makarov (2014), Sotes-Paladino and Zapatero (2019), Basak, Makarov, Shapiro, and
Subrahmanyam (2020).
7
This paper focuses on one novel aspect of preferences, ambiguity-seeking, and so we abstract
from the possibility that investors can be risk-seeking. This behavior is examined, empirically and
theoretically, in a number of works, see, for example, Crainich, Eeckhoudt, and Trannoy (2013),
Noussair, Trautmann, and van de Kuilen (2014), Halevy, Persitz, and Zrill (2018), Guiso, Sapienza,
and Zingales (2018), Brocas, Carrillo, Giga, and Zapatero (2019), Polisson, Quah, and Renou (2020).
5
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investor. This argument considers the average attitude but ignores its dispersion in
the population. Our analysis reveals a key role of the dispersion, in that we show
that when it is sufficiently high the representative investor can be ambiguity- seeking,
thus displaying the opposite attitude to that of traders whom she “represents”.
We consider the same setting as described above but now with multiple traders
with heterogeneous ambiguity attitudes. For simplicity, we consider only two cases:
with two and three traders. One trader is set to be ambiguity-seeking and the remaining one or two are ambiguity-averse. We note that the case with one ambiguityseeking and two ambiguity-averse traders is broadly consistent with the proportion
of ambiguity-seekers documented by Anantanasuwong, Kouwenberg, Mitchell, and
Peijnenberg (2019) (see Section II.A). We calculate equilibrium asset prices in the
multiple-trader settings and then calibrate to these prices the preference parameters
of a representative investor.
We show that, regardless of how high the average ambiguity aversion among individual traders is, the representative investor can be ambiguity-seeking provided that
traders are sufficiently heterogeneous in ambiguity attitudes. The intuition is as follows. The ambiguity-seeking trader finds ambiguous stocks more attractive and so
controls a larger fraction of the supply. As a result, her positive attitude towards ambiguity plays a dominant role in determining the representative investor’s attitude.
This mechanism is reminiscent of one in models with risk aversion heterogeneity,
whereby the property that risky stocks are mostly held by more risk-tolerant traders
leads to interesting results (Chan and Kogan (2002), Bhamra and Uppal (2014),
Gârleanu and Panageas (2015)).
Turning to the third justification for ambiguity-aversion, recall that it posits that
this behavior is more empirically relevant because it is displayed by a representative
investor in some models once they are calibrated to the data. Presumably, we are
5

more concerned with preferences of individual traders who actually invest in financial
markets rather than of a hypothetical representative investor. The question, then, is
whether ambiguity aversion of a representative investor points unequivocally to the
same attitude being prevalent among traders. Our analysis reveals that the answer
is “no”, which is our third key contribution.
We consider a smooth ambiguity setting with limited stock market participation.
This feature has been extensively studied under other preferences, 8 but our paper is, to
our knowledge, the first smooth ambiguity model incorporating limited participation.
We assume that the “true” economy is populated by two traders: the stockholder who
invests in both risky and riskless assets and the non-stockholder who invests only in
the riskless asset. The stockholder is ambiguity-seeking and the non-stockholder is
ambiguity-neutral. Therefore, ambiguity aversion is—by construction—absent in the
“true” economy.
We then step into the shoes of a researcher who calibrates a representative-investor
model to the observed asset prices. In our case, these are the equilibrium prices
obtained in the two-trader “true” economy with limited participation. Interestingly,
we find that the representative investor can turn out to be ambiguity-averse even
though no individual trader has this attitude. To understand the intuition, recall the
general result that limited participation increases the equity premium (see Section
10.2 in Campbell (2017) for a detailed discussion). Given this, the equity premium
obtained in the limited-participation economy appears to be relatively high from the
standpoint of a representative-investor economy with full participation. To match
the high premium, we show that the process of model calibration may render the
representative investor ambiguity-averse. We conduct comparative static analysis to
Limited participation has been examined under standard CRRA preferences (Basak and Cuoco
(1998)), Epstein-Zin preferences (Guvenen (2009)), and maxmin preferences (Cao, Wang, and Zhang
(2005), Easley and O’Hara (2009), Hirshleifer, Huang, and Teoh (2017)).
8
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describe configurations of model parameter under which this outcome is likely to
occur.
Broadly, our findings suggest that model risk is a real, and not just a hypothetical, concern when one relies on representative-agent models to learn about ambiguity
attitudes of individual traders. Single-agent models abstract from various types of
investor heterogeneity observed in reality, and—as we show by analyzing the heterogeneity in market participation—this can introduce a disconnect between ambiguity
attitude prevalent in reality and that of a hypothetical representative investor. Our
work complements the literature showing that limited participation can have a substantial effect on estimated levels of risk aversion (Basak and Cuoco (1998), Guvenen
(2009)). Given our findings, this feature also has important implications in the context of estimating ambiguity attitude. 9
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses empirical
evidence of ambiguity-seeking behavior and theoretical finance research in which this
behavior is disregarded. Section III describes the full participation model, and Section
IV analyzes the model. The limited participation model is presented in Section V and
analyzed in Section VI. Section VII concludes, and Appendix A presents all proofs.

Besides limited participation, the equity premium puzzle literature has uncovered other factors
that have a sizeable effect on estimated level of risk aversion, such as habit formation (Detemple
and Zapatero (1991), Constantinides (1990)) and trading frictions (Luttmer (1996)). In future
research, it seems interesting to examine whether these factors can, like limited participation, make
a representative investor and individual traders to have opposite ambiguity attitudes.
9
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II.

Ambiguity attitudes: empirical evidence and
theoretical models

The goal of this Section is to review the literature substantiating the premise of
this paper—that ambiguity-seeking behavior plays an important role in reality but
is disregarded in the voluminous finance and macro-finance literature incorporating
smooth ambiguity preferences. Let us start by summarizing the discussions in Sections
II.A and II.B.
As for empirical evidence described in Section II.A, the key points are: i) ambiguityseekers make up a sizeable fraction of general population, and ii) ambiguity-seekers
are more likely to participate in financial markets than ambiguity-averters, and so
the fraction of ambiguity-seekers among investors is likely to be an even higher than
in general. Given the evidence, researchers increasingly argue that models “need to
be extended beyond the common assumption of universal ambiguity aversion” ( Dimmock, Kouwenberg, Mitchell, and Peijnenburg (2015)).
As for the theoretical finance and macro-finance literature discussed in Section
II.B, our key points are: i) all theoretical works we are aware of disregard ambiguityseeking behavior, and ii) the reasons for doing so are not formally examined. To the
best of our knowledge, these points apply not only to the studies discussed below but
also to all finance and macro-finance works adopting the smooth ambiguity approach.
A.

Evidence of ambiguity-seeking behavior

Estimating the share of ambiguity-seekers turns out to be sensitive to the experimental design (participants, method of measuring ambiguity attitude, etc) and so
the reported values vary across studies: i) 30% in Anantanasuwong, Kouwenberg,
Mitchell, and Peijnenberg (2019), ii) 49%, 22%, or 35% depending on event likeli8

hoods of events in Dimmock, Kouwenberg, and Wakker (2016b), iii) 16% in Cubitt,
van de Kuilen, and Mukerji (2019), iv) 27% in Kelsey and le Roux (2018). We refer
the reader to Trautmann and van de Kuilen (2015) for an excellent, more detailed
survey of the evidence.
Another stream of research challenges the view that attitude towards ambiguity
is a constant trait defining one’s behavior in all situations and argues that the actual picture is more nuanced. For example, as discussed in more detail in Barberis
(2018) (Section 8), an individual may be ambiguity-seeking in situations in which she
feels competent and ambiguity-averse otherwise (Heath and Tversky (1991), Fox and
Tversky (1995)). Presumably, people become investors when they feel competent in
matters of stock trading and so, according to the above view, ambiguity-seeking may
well be an important behavior among investors. Besides competence, other factors
are also shown to determine whether a person is likely to display ambiguity-seeking
or -aversion, such as probabilities of gains and losses (Kocher, Lahno, and Trautmann
(2018), Dimmock et al. (2015), Baillon and Bleichrodt (2015)).
The share of ambiguity-seekers among investors is expected to be even higher than
in general population due to self-selection based on ambiguity attitude. Ambiguityseekers are more likely to participate in, and ambiguity-averters to stay away from,
trading in (ambiguous) stocks, as documented by Bossaerts, Ghirardato, Guarnaschelli,
and Zame (2010), Dimmock, Kouwenberg, Mitchell, and Peijnenburg (2016a), and
Dimmock, Kouwenberg, and Wakker (2016b), among others.
Finally, we note that large professional investors play a major role in financial
markets (Cuoco and Kaniel (2011)), and so, as far as asset pricing models are concerned, the relevant ambiguity attitudes may well be ones displayed by mutual and
hedge fund managers. Empirical research on this issue is still in its infancy. However,
several findings of existing studies, such as the above-mentioned relation between per9

ceived competence and ambiguity-seeking behavior, can be considered as suggestive
evidence that a sizeable share of portfolio managers can be ambiguity-seeking.
B.

Ambiguity-aversion in finance models

Finance literature considering smooth ambiguity preferences is substantial and growing. In the interest of space, we discuss in some detail only several papers and then
we briefly comment on other works.
A growing number of papers consider a tractable CARA-exponential setting,
which allows to compute explicitly not only all equilibrium quantities but also the
AAS condition, as we do in this paper. Existing works, however, do not derive or
discuss this condition. Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Ruffino (2013) present ambiguityaversion as “a key condition for the paper” (p. 1083); they assume that “the DM
[decision-maker] is ambiguity averse” before presenting optimal portfolio analyses.
One of our economic settings is the same as analyzed in Maccheroni et al. We get
the same results but show they are also valid under moderate ambiguity-seeking (see
Remark 3 in the Appendix).
Subsequent works treat ambiguity-seekers in the same way as Maccheroni et al.
Hara and Honda (2018) (p. 9) note that they “we will not pay much attention to
[ambiguity-seeking] case”.

Mukerji, Ozsoylev, and Tallon (2019) (p. 8) state they

“never consider ambiguity seeking” in their analysis.
Another strand of smooth ambiguity macro-finance literature is initiated by Ju
and Miao (2012) who consider preferences with a three-way separation among risk
aversion, ambiguity aversion, and intertemporal substitution. Ju and Miao do not
discuss explicitly whether their investor is allowed to be ambiguity-seeking or not,
however either conclusion can possibly be drawn. On the one hand, ambiguity-seeking
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seems to be allowed given the formal description of the model. 10 On the other hand,
one may conclude otherwise given that ambiguity-seeking scenarios are not considered
in an otherwise comprehensive comparative static analysis (see Sections 4.2–4.4 in Ju
and Miao).
As an example of the latter conclusion, consider Gallant, R Jahan-Parvar, and
Liu (2019) who estimate Ju and Miao’s model. Gallant et al. (in footnote 6) state
that they “follow Ju and Miao (2012)” in ruling out ambiguity-seeking behavior even
though Ju and Miao make no argument to this effect. Such misunderstandings can be
avoided if researchers present explicitly the AAS condition under which their results
are valid.
Wei (2018) restricts model parameters to ensure ambiguity-aversion and justifies
it as “empirically relevant parameter restriction” (p. 14). Many papers disregard
ambiguity-seeking behavior with little or no justification, see, for example, Gollier
(2011), Jahan-Parvar and Liu (2014), Chen, Ju, and Miao (2014), Backus, Ferriere,
and Zin (2015), Thimme and Völkert (2015), Guidolin and Liu (2016), Collard, Mukerji, Sheppard, and Tallon (2018), Altug, Collard, Akmakli, Mukerji, and Ozsoylev
(2019), Miao, Wei, and Zhou (2019), and Liu and Zhang (2020).

III.
A.

Model with full stock market participation

Setup

We now present assumptions and definitions common to the two cases analyzed later
in Sections IV.A and IV.B, respectively. Specific features are presented in these
Sections.
Looking at expressions (5) and (6) in Ju and Miao, we see that risk and ambiguity attitude
parameters γ and η are only constrained to be positive, but the ambiguity-aversion condition η ≥ γ
is not imposed.
10
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We consider a two-period setup, in which investors trade in the first period and
consume in the second period. There are two risky stocks 1 and 2; each stock is in
unit supply. The exogenously given risk-free rate is rf . The future payoffs of stocks
1 and 2, X1 and X2 , are

X 1 = μ1 + ε 1 ,

X 2 = μ2 + ε 2 ,

(1)

where ε1 ∼ N (0, σ12 ), ε2 ∼ N (0, σ22 ), cor(ε1 , ε2 ) = ρ ∈ (−1, 1).
The final wealth w of an investor is

w = θ1 X1 + θ2 X2 + (w0 − θ1 P1 − θ2 P2 )rf ,

(2)

where w0 is initial wealth, θi is the holding of stock i, and Pi is the price of stock i to
be determined in equilibrium.
The investor has smooth ambiguity utility function V (w) given by
V(w) = Eμ v(u−1 [Eε u(w)]),

(3)

where Eε is the expectation over the shocks ε1 and ε2 , and Eμ is the expectation over
the distribution of ambiguous parameter(-s), as made precise later. The risk- and
ambiguity-pertinent utility functions u() and v() are given by CARA functions:

u(x) = − exp(−γr x),

v(x) =




− exp(−γa x)/γa , γa 6= 0


 x,

,

(4)

γa = 0

We assume the investor is risk averse, γr > 0, but not necessarily ambiguity-averse
(see footnote 7). At the outset, we place no restriction on the ambiguity attitude
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parameter γa , and so the parameter that γa of the ambiguity-pertinent utility function
v(x) can be any real number, positive or negative. Ambiguity-aversion, -neutrality,
and -seeking are obtained under, respectively, γa > γr , γa = γr , and γa < γr .
A key aspect of the ambiguity-seeking case is that not all values of parameter γa
satisfying γa < γr are admissible. In particular, a model may not be well-defined
when γa is sufficiently low, that is when ambiguity-seeking is sufficiently severe. This
brings us to the notion of Allowed Ambiguity Seeking condition or, for brevity, AAS
condition.
DEFINITION 1 (AAS condition):

AAS condition is a restriction on the extent

of ambiguity-seeking displayed by investors that is necessary and sufficient for their
portfolio problems to be well-defined and have unique solutions (the multiplicity issue
is discussed in Remark 4).
REMARK 1 (Model extensions):

It is for clarity of exposition that we analyze a

stylized two-stock setup in the main paper. All our main results remain valid if we
consider multiple stocks or other natural extensions of the model. 11
A.1.

Economies I, II and III

We consider economies populated by one, two, and three investors with utility functions of the form (3)–(4). We refer to the economies as, respectively, Economy-I,
Economy-II, and Economy-III. One of our exercises is to back out the parameters of
the utility function of a single investor in Economy-I from the equilibrium stock prices
obtained in multiple-investor Economies-II and III. In the context of this analysis, we
In the Appendix, we derive the AAS condition for a multiple-stock case (see condition ( A2)).
It is easy to verify that moderate ambiguity-seeking is still allowed by the condition. If we extend
the model by considering multiple investors who can be heterogeneous in terms of risk-aversion,
ambiguity aversion, and beliefs pertaining to risk- or ambiguity-related stock characteristics, each
investor’s ambiguity attitude parameter has to satisfy its own AAS condition. The overall AAS
condition is, then, given by the requirement each investor-specific AAS condition holds.
11
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refer to the single investor as representative investor and to the multiple investors as
individual traders or traders.
Individual traders are assumed to have the same risk aversion γr > 0, because risk
aversion heterogeneity is not the focus here. Ambiguity heterogeneity, on the other
hand, is a key feature. We introduce parameters Aa and Ha capturing, respectively,
the average ambiguity attitude across traders and its heterogeneity. Specifically, for a
given Aa and Ha , the ambiguity attitude parameters γ1a and γ2a of traders 1 and 2 in
Economy-II are given by γ1a = Aa −Ha and γ2a = Aa +Ha . For Economy-III, the same
parameters of investors 1, 2 and 3 are given by γ1a = Aa − Ha , γ2a = γ3a = Aa + Ha /2.
Given this, investor 1 is ambiguity-seeking in both economies, and the other investor
or investors are ambiguity-averse.
When examining the second rationale for the ambiguity-aversion assumption, we
will consider Economies-II and -III in which the traders are, on average, ambiguityaverse, consistent with empirical evidence. We will account for this by assuming that
Aa > γr . In other words, we envision the “average” investor whose ambiguity attitude
parameter is equal to Aa and risk aversion parameter is γr . Then, the condition that
Aa > γr implies that this “average” investor is ambiguity-averse.
REMARK 2 (Representative investor):

In the literature studying investor het-

erogeneity, the term “representative investor” may refer to different concepts (see a
discussion in Section 14 in Shefrin (2008)). In our paper, this term is always used
to denote a hypothetical investor who generates the same equilibrium asset prices
as individual traders, taking all model parameters as given. Our paper focuses on
insights that can apply to the process of model calibration and interpreting the obtained results, and so we do not examine questions of more theoretical interest such
as whether a representative investor can be constructed from a weighted sum of in-
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dividual traders’ utility functions.

IV.
A.

Analysis of full-participation model

One risky stock, one ambiguous stock

Consider Economy-I in which only stock 2 is ambiguous while stock 1 is purely risky.
The setting is essentially the same as analyzed in Maccheroni et al. (2013) (Section
6.3). Their interpretation is that the ambiguous and purely risky stocks correspond
to, respectively, a foreign and a domestic stock indices.
The investor is ambiguous about stock 2’s mean payoff μ2 , and her belief is represented by a normal distribution
2
),
μ2 ∼ N (μ2a , σ2a

2
where σ2a
reflects the degree of ambiguity. The expectation Eμ in (3) is taken over

this distribution.
Proposition 1 characterizes analytically the AAS condition.
PROPOSITION 1:

The AAS condition in Economy-I with ambiguous stock 2 is
2
γa > −γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a
.

(5)

2
, γr ) corresponds to ambiguity-seeking
The non-empty region γa ∈ (−γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a

behavior allowed by AAS condition. The equilibrium risk premia are given by
2
μ1 − P1 rf = γr σ1 (ρσ2 + σ1 ) , μ2a − P2 rf = γa σ2a
+ γr σ2 (ρσ1 + σ2 ) .

15

(6)

Proposition 1 reveals that moderate ambiguity-seeking is allowed by the AAS
condition. Looking at the right-hand side of (5), we see that the threshold −γr σ22 (1−
2
decreases in the risk aversion γr . The higher is the risk-aversion, the less
ρ2 )/σ2a

attractive is stock 2 for the investor, and so she can be even more ambiguity-seeking,
i.e., have lower γa , without demanding an infinite amount of stock 2. This is why
2
the threshold decreases in γr . Similarly, the threshold −γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a
decreases
2
in the ratio of stock 2’s risk to ambiguity, σ22 /σ2a
, because an increase in the ratio

makes stock 2 less attractive. Finally, when the two stocks become more positively
or negatively correlated, and ρ2 increases, the risk of stock 2 plays a smaller role
as it can be more effectively hedged away via trading in stock 1. Hence, the set
2
of allowed ambiguity-seeking levels shrinks, which is reflected in −γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a

increasing in ρ2 . The intuition behind the equilibrium risk premia (6) is obvious and
so is not presented here. We will use expressions (6) when calculating the preference
parameters of the representative investor.
Another main contribution of our paper is to examine whether ambiguity-aversion
of an average trader can justify the practice of ruling out ambiguity-seeking behavior
by a representative investor. (In the Introduction, we refer to this reasoning as the
second rationale for ambiguity-aversion.) Towards this, we first calculate equilibrium
stock prices generated by heterogeneous traders who are, on average, ambiguityaverse. Then, we compute the preference parameters of the representative investor
generating the same equilibrium prices.
As described in Section III, we consider Economies-II and -III with, respectively,
two and three traders whose average ambiguity attitude is Aa and its heterogeneity
is Ha . We denote by γrII and γaII the risk- and ambiguity attitude parameters of the
corresponding representative investor. Analogously, we define parameters γrIII and
γaIII of the representative investor corresponding to Economy-III. Our interest is not
16

in the individual values of the preference parameters but in whether the investor is
ambiguity-averse or -seeking. Given this, Proposition 2 reports the ratios γaII /γrII and
γaIII /γrIII . Ambiguity-seeking (aversion) obtains when the ratio is lower (higher) than
one.
PROPOSITION 2:

Consider Economies II and III with one ambiguous stock in

which condition (5) is satisfied for each trader. The preference parameters of the
corresponding representative investors are given by:
2
γaII
σ2a
(A2a − Ha2 ) + (1 − ρ2 ) σ22 Aa γr
=
,
2
γrII
(1 − ρ2 ) σ22 γr2 + Aa γr σ2a
2σ22 Aa γr (1 − ρ2 ) + σa2 (Aa − Ha ) (2Aa + Ha )
γaIII
=
.
γrIII
γr σa2 (2Aa − Ha ) + 2 (1 − ρ2 ) σ22 γr2

(7)

We provide a graphical analysis of expressions (7) because it is more compact
and transparent than describing them analytically. We set stock characteristics to
plausible value12 , and then consider various combinations of parameters Aa and Ha
describing the average ambiguity attitude and its dispersion. We present results under
the condition Aa > γr , so that the traders are ambiguity-averse on average. The plots
presented in this and the next Sections are typical in a sense that they are not driven
by a particular choice of parameter values.
Figure 1 depicts the results for Economy-II in panel (a) and for Economy-III in
panel (b). We see that the results in the two panels are qualitatively similar. The
representative investor is ambiguity-seeking when the heterogeneity Ha is sufficiently
high (the middle region in both panels). In this case, the ambiguity-seeking trader
1 holds a substantial fraction of the supply of ambiguous stock 2. Therefore, the
representative investor’s utility in general and ambiguity attitude in particular are
largely determined by those of trader 1. Therefore, the representative investor is
12

We set parameters to: μ1 = μ2a = 0.1, σ1 = σ2 = σ2a = 0.2, ρ = 0.5, rf = 1, γr = 2.
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0

0

(a) Representative investor for “ambiguity-averse” (b) Representative investor for “ambiguity-averse”
Economy-II
Economy-III

Figure 1. Attitude towards ambiguity of the representative investor depending on
the attitudes of the traders, as measured by Aa > γr (average ambiguity-aversion)
and Ha > 0 (dispersion of ambiguity-aversion).
ambiguity-seeking when individual traders are heterogeneous enough.
The top region in both panels in Figure 1 corresponds to high levels of heterogeneity Ha and, hence, to low values of investor 1’s ambiguity attitude parameter
γ1a = Aa − Ha . In these cases, the AAS condition (5) is not satisfied for trader 1 and
equilibrium does not exist. Finally, when the heterogeneity is low (bottom regions in
both panels in Figure 1), the representative investor’s ambiguity attitude is close to
the average attitude in the economy, which is negative.
B.

Two ambiguous stocks

We consider Economy-I in which both stocks are now ambiguous. The goal is to see
whether ambiguity-seeking behavior remains to be admissible and, if yes, to understand how the maximum allowed strength of this behavior changes with the number
18

of ambiguous stocks.
Investors are ambiguous about stock 1 and 2’s mean payoffs μ1 and μ2 , and their
beliefs are represented by:
2
),
μ1 ∼ N (μ1a , σ1a

2
μ2 ∼ N (μ2a , σ2a
),

(8)

and ρa ∈ (−1, 1) denotes the correlation between μ1 and μ2 .
Proposition 3 reports the AAS condition and equilibrium risk premia.
PROPOSITION 3:

The AAS condition in the setting with two ambiguous stocks is

γa > Γa , where the threshold Γa < 0 is given by
2
2
− (σ22 σ1a
+ σ12 σ2a
− 2ρσ1 σ2 σ1a σ2a ρa ) +
p
2 2
3
3
4
4
+ 2σ12 σ22 σ1a
σ2a (2ρ2a + 2ρ2 − 1) − 4ρσ1 σ23 σ1a
σ2a ρa − 4ρσ13 σ2 σ1a σ2a
ρa + σ24 σ1a
+ σ14 σ2a
.
Γa =
2 2
2σ1a
σ2a (1 − ρ2a ) /γr
(9)

The stocks’ risk premia are:
μ1a − P1 rf = γr σ1 (σ1 + ρσ2 ) + γa σ1a (σ1a + ρa σ2a ) ,

(10)

μ2a − P2 rf = γr σ2 (σ2 + ρσ1 ) + γa σ2a (σ2a + σ1a ρa ) .
Proposition 3 establishes that moderate ambiguity-seeking, γa ∈ (Γa , γr ), remains
to be admissible with two ambiguous stocks. What changes is the maximum allowed
extent of this behavior. Ambiguity attitude parameter γa is now constrained by the
threshold Γa , whereas when only stock 2 is ambiguous the threshold is −γr σ22 (1 −
2
ρ2 )/σ2a
(see equation (5)). In general, either of the two thresholds can be the larger

one,13 but in the special case when the beliefs about μ1 and μ2 are uncorrelated
The easiest way to see this is by a numerical example. If γr = 2, ρ = 0.5, ρa = 0.8, σ1 =
0.56, σ2 = 0.1, σ1a = 1.5, σ2a = 0.5, we have that Γa = −0.0799485 and −γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ1a = −0.06.
On the other hand, if σ1a = 4 and the other parameters are unchanged, the two thresholds have the
opposite order as they are now equal −0.03125 and −0.06.
13
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(ρa = 0), the thresholds can be ranked.
COROLLARY 1:

In the special case of ρa = 0, the AAS condition with two ambigu-

ous stocks is more restrictive than with one ambiguous stock. That is, the maximum
strength of ambiguity-seeking behavior with one ambiguous stock is higher than with
two ambiguous stocks:
2
.
Γa > −γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a

(11)

When both stocks are ambiguous, a portfolio of these stocks is, other things
equal, more ambiguous and so is more attractive for an ambiguity-seeking investor.
Therefore, we need to constrain ambiguity-seeking behavior more with two ambiguous
stocks. Condition (11) formalizes this intuition.
We now turn to the question of how ambiguity attitude of the representative
investor depends the ambiguity attitudes of individual traders in Economies-II and
-II, as measured by parameters Aa and Ha . The problem is the same as described
before Proposition 2 in Section IV.A.
Proposition 4 reports the ratios of the preference parameters of the representative
investor corresponding to Economy-II and III. As a reminder, ambiguity aversion
(seeking) obtains when the ratio is higher (lower) than one.
PROPOSITION 4:

Consider Economy-II and III with two ambiguous stock. The

ratios characterizing the representative investor’s ambiguity attitude are given by
γaII
[ 0 1] ∗ Q (1)
=
,
II
γr
[ 1 0] ∗ Q (1)

[ 0 1] ∗ Q (2)
γaIII
=
,
III
γr
[ 1 0] ∗ Q (2)

(12)

where the matrix Q(k) is
Σa )−1 + k(γr Σr + (Aa + Ha /k)Σ
Σa )−1
Q(k) = M −1 (γr Σr + (Aa − Ha )Σ
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−1

1,

0

0

(a) Representative investor for ambiguity-averse (b) Representative investor for ambiguity-averse
Economy-II
Economy-III

Figure 2. Two ambiguous stocks. Attitude towards ambiguity of the representative
investor depending on the average ambiguity-aversion Aa and its heterogeneity Ha .
The dashed lines depict the corresponding boundaries in the case of one ambiguous
stock.
and the matrices M, Σr , and Σ a are provided in the Appendix.
Figure 2 depicts the regions in which the representative investor is ambiguityseeking (middle regions in both panels), ambiguity-averse (bottom regions in both
panels), and when equilibrium in Economy-II or III does not exist (top regions). We
see that our qualitative insights remain the same as with one ambiguous stock—the
representative investor is ambiguity-seeking when the heterogeneity of traders is relatively high (but not too high). Quantitative implications are different, however, which
we should not ignore given that the increasingly quantitative focus of finance models.
We see from Figure 2 that the solid lines (region boundaries with two ambiguous
stocks) differ from the dashed lines (the boundaries with one ambiguous stock).
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V.

A model with limited stock market
participation

A well-recognized concern in finance and economic models is model risk. Conclusions
derived from a model may no longer be valid once we make the model more realistic
by introducing additional realistic ingredients. The general goal of this Section is to
show that this concern is relevant when one tries to learn about ambiguity attitudes
of multiple heterogeneous traders from results of representative-investor models that
do not account for heterogeneities.
Our key contribution is to show that one may find a representative investor to be
ambiguity-averse after calibrating her preferences to match asset prices, even when
the stock traders who have actually generated the prices are ambiguity-seeking.
We modify the earlier setting in several ways, but most importantly we incorporate
heterogeneity in stock market participation leading to limited stock market participation. The reason to introduce this feature is two-fold. First, limited participation is
a widely-documented pattern of investor behavior (see Guiso and Sodini (2013) and
Gomes, Haliassos, and Ramadorai (2020) for excellent reviews of the evidence). Second, studying limited participation has generated a number of valuable insights under
other utility specifications (Basak and Cuoco (1998), Guvenen (2009), Cao, Wang,
and Zhang (2005), Easley and O’Hara (2009), Hirshleifer, Huang, and Teoh (2017)),
but to our knowledge this feature has not yet been studied under smooth ambiguity
preferences. In this paper, we do not attempt to endogenize the non-participation
decision of some investors. 14
Examples of mechanisms that can generate non-participation include participation costs
(Vissing-Jørgensen (2002), Gomes and Michaelides (2005), Fagereng, Gottlieb, and Guiso (2017)),
disappointment aversion (Ang, Bekaert, and Liu (2005)), loss aversion (Dimmock and Kouwenberg
(2010), Gomes (2005)), uninsurable wealth shocks (Gormley, Liu, and Zhou (2010)), narrow framing (Barberis, Huang, and Thaler (2006)), inattention arising under “news utility” (Pagel (2018)),
14
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A.

Assets, ambiguity, and investors

The economy has two dates, t = 1 and t = 2. The investment opportunities are given
by a risky stock in positive supply x > 0 and a risk-free bond in zero supply paying
the rate of return rf . The risk-free rate is determined endogenously in equilibrium
(in the earlier analysis, it was exogenously given).
The stock pays dividends X1 and X2 (per unit of stock) at dates 1 and 2, respectively. Date 1 is taken to be the ex-dividend date, meaning that buying the stock at
date 1 gives the holder a claim to dividend X2 but not to X1 > 0.15 Date-2 dividend
is distributed normally:
X2 ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ).

(13)

The expected value of date-2 dividend μ is ambiguous, and investors belief is represented by
μ ∼ N (μa , σa2 ).

(14)

There are two investors in the economy, one who can trade in both the stock and
the bond and the other invests only in the bond. As in Guvenen (2009), we refer to
the former as the stockholder and to the latter as the non-stockholder.
The investors’ endowments are as in Basak and Cuoco (1998): the non-stockholder’s
endowment consists of a positive position in the bond and the stockholder’s endowment consists of x units of the stock (total stock supply) and a short position in the
bond of the same size as the non-stockholder’s long position (ensuring that the total
bond endowment is zero). The value of the non-stockholder’s endowment is denoted
rank-dependent preferences (Chapman and Polkovnichenko (2009)), cointegration of stock and labor markets (Benzoni, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2007)), and social interactions (Hong, Kubik,
and Stein (2004)).
15
Note the difference in notation between the current and the previous models. In this section, X1
and X2 are the dividends of the same asset occurring at two different dates. In the earlier analyses,
X1 and X2 are the dividends of the two assets occurring at the same terminal date.
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by ens > 0, and the value of the stockholder’s endowment es is then given by
es = xX1 + xP − ens ,

(15)

where P is the stock price.
The investors consume at both dates t = 1 and 2, and cst and cns
t denote date-t
consumptions of the stockholder and non-stockholder, respectively. The stockholder’s
stock position is denoted by θ. The intertemporal budget constraints of the two
investors are
cs2 = θX2 + (es − cs1 − θP)rf ,
ns
cns
− cns
2 = (e
1 )rf .

B.

(16)
(17)

Preferences of investors

The non-stockholder is not exposed to ambiguity because she, by assumption, does not
invest in the ambiguous stock. Hence, her preferences towards ambiguity are irrelevant
and do not affect any of the results. For simplicity, we consider the non-stockholder to
be ambiguity-neutral. Her optimization problem is a standard intertemporal utility
maximization with respect to date-1 consumption cns
1 :
max
ns
c1

ns
u (cns
1 ) + βu (c2 ) ,

(18)

subject to the budget constraint (17). In equation (18), the utility function u(∙) is as
given in equation (4), and β ∈ (0, 1) is the time discount factor.
The stockholder, on the other hand, is exposed to ambiguity (in equilibrium,
she cannot have zero stock holding), and so her ambiguity attitude jointly with risk
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attitude affect her decision-making. Formally, she chooses date-1 consumption cs1 and
stock investment θ to maximize the following objective function:

max
s
c1 ,θ

u (cs1 ) + βφ−1 (Eμ [φ (EX2 u(cs2 )])) ,

(19)

subject to the budget constraint (16).
In equation (19), the utility function u(∙) is given by (4) (same as for the nonstockholder), and the function φ(∙) capturing the stockholder’s sensitivity to ambiguity is specified, as in Section III, as a composite function
φ(y) = v(u−1 (y)),

(20)

where function v(∙) is as defined in (4). Computing the composite function, we get
γa

(−y) γr
φ(y) = −
.
γa

(21)

Importantly, given the goal of this paper, we do not assume that φ(∙) is a concave
function, that is, we do not rule out ambiguity-seeking behavior by assuming that
γa > γr . Instead, we, as in the previous section, seek to determine endogenously the
allowed extent of ambiguity-seeking behavior that is necessary and sufficient for the
model to be well-posed.
C.

Equilibrium

An equilibrium in the economy is defined by a pair (P, rf ), the stock price and the
s
risk-free rate, and a triple of the investors’ choices (cns
1 , c1 , θ), the consumptions of

the two investors and the stockholder’s stock investment, such that:
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i) taking as given rf , cns
1 is a solution of (18),
ii) taking as given P and rf , cs1 and θ is a solution of (19),
s
ns
− cns
iii) good and asset markets clear at date 1: cns
1 + c1 = X1 , θ = x, and e
1 =

−(es − cs1 − θP),
s
ns
s
iv) good market clears at date 2: cns
2 + c2 = xX2 where c2 and c2 are given by

equations (16)–(17).

VI.
A.

Analysis of the limited-participation model

Characterizing optimal behavior and equilibrium

The first-order condition for the non-stockholder’s optimization problem ( 18) is
γr e−γr c1 − βrf γr e−rf γr (e
ns

ns −cns
1

) = 0,

(22)

solving which yields the optimal consumption of the non-stockholder
cns
1 =

rf γr ens − log (βrf )
.
(1 + rf ) γr

(23)

Before describing the optimal behavior of the stockholder, we characterize the AAS
condition under which the stockholder’s objective function is strictly concave in the
two choice variables. Proposition 5 presents the objective function and the condition.
PROPOSITION 5:

max
s
c1 ,θ

The stockholder’s maximization problem (19) is equivalent to
−e−γr c1 − βe−γr (−θ(θγa σa
s
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2 −2μ

a +θσ

2γ

r

)/2+(es −cs1 −θP )rf ) .

(24)

The AAS condition is given by the condition
γa > −σ 2 γr /σa2 .

(25)

Proposition 5 confirms that our key insight—that smooth ambiguity models can
be well-posed under moderate ambiguity-seeking—is not somehow specific to the
settings examined earlier. Indeed, we see that the non-empty region ( −σ 2 γr /σa2 , γr )
describes the allowed levels of ambiguity-seeking behavior. Comparing the ( 25) and
(5), we see that the two are similar and so the intuition provided when discussing
(5) is relevant for the result in this Section. Briefly, when condition ( 25) holds, the
risk from investing a large amount in the stock harms the stockholder more than the
resulting ambiguity benefits her. As a result, she has a finite demand for the stock,
implying that the model is well-specified under moderate ambiguity-seeking behavior.
In the remainder of the analysis, we assume that AAS condition (25) is satisfied.
Proposition 6 presents the solution of the stockholder’s maximization problem (24).
PROPOSITION 6:

The stockholder’s optimal date-1 consumption cs1 and stock

investment θ are given by
cs1 = (2rf γr es (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) − 2 log(βrf )(γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) − 2P μa rf γr + μ2a γr

+ P 2 rf2 γr )/(2 (rf + 1) γr γa σa2 + σ 2 γr ),
(26)
θ=

μa − P r f
γa σa2 + γr σ 2

(27)

We see from Proposition 6 that expression (27) for the optimal stock investment
admits a clear interpretation, while the optimal consumption (26) depends on model
parameters in a more involved way and so, to save space, is not discussed here. Given
condition (25), the denominator in (27) is positive and so the stockholders holds a
27

long, zero, or a short position in the stock when the stock’s expected return μa /P
is, respectively, higher, the same, or lower than the risk-free rate rf . The intuition
behind the dependence of the optimal stock investment on each of the parameters in
the denominator of (27) is straightforward.
s
In equilibrium, the investors’ date-1 consumptions cns
1 and c1 , given by (23) and

(26), has to sum up to X1 (dividend realization at date 1). Moreover, the stockholder’s
stock position θ given in (27) has to be equal to the stock supply x. Proposition
7 presents the equilibrium stock price P and the risk-free rate rf such that these
two conditions are satisfied. In the proof of the Proposition, we verify that all the
remaining equilibrium conditions (presented in Section V.C) are also satisfied.
PROPOSITION 7:

In equilibrium, the risk-free rate rf is given by

log rf = (2γr xμa − γr x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) − 2xγr X1 )/4 − log(β),

(28)

and the equilibrium stock price P is
μa − xγa σa2 − xγr σ 2
,
P =
rf

(29)

in which rf is as given in equation (28).
B.

Ambiguity attitude of representative investor

We now turn to the main question of this Section. We consider a scenario in which
the above model with limited participation is the “true” description of how asset
prices are formed. Then, the prices that researchers would use to calibrate a model
are given by (28) and (29). The model to be calibrated has a single representative
investor without limited participation, as is typically done in existing works.
28

The utility function of the representative investor is assumed to the same as that
of the stockholder, and therefore so is her optimization problem meaning that it
is as presented in (19). The representative investor’s risk- and ambiguity-attitude
parameters are denoted by γ̃r and γ̃a , respectively.
We envision the following process of model calibration. A researcher computes
the representative investor’s parameters γ̃r and γ̃a such that the equilibrium prices
generated by this investor match those observed in the data. As explained above, the
observed prices are given by (28) and (29). We are interested in whether the ratio
γ̃r /γ̃a is higher or lower than one: when higher (lower), the representative investor is
ambiguity-seeking (-averse).
Proposition 8 characterizes analytically the ratio γ̃r /γ̃a as a function of parameters
of the “true” economy.
PROPOSITION 8:

Suppose we compute parameters γ̃r and γ̃a of the representative

investor such that the resulting equilibrium prices match the prices in the “true” model
with limited participation. The ratio of the two parameters is given by
σa2 γr
.
γ̃r /γ̃a =
2γa σa2 + γr σ 2

(30)

To show that Proposition 8 provides support for our main message, consider a
calibrated example.
Calibrated Example. We assume that the stockholder’s risk- and ambiguity attitudes in the “true” economy are, respectively, γr = 10 and γa = 2, and so the
stockholder is ambiguity-seeking given that γr > γa . The volatility of date-2 dividend
is σ = 0.2, and the extent of ambiguity about the dividend is σa = 0.15. Substituting
these values into (30) yields γ̃r /γ̃a ≈ 0.46. Therefore, the representative investor is
ambiguity-averse because γ̃r < γ̃a .
29

1

1

(a) Varying stockholder’s ambiguity attitude

(b) Varying dividend volatility

1

(c) Varying ambiguity about dividend

Figure 3. Representative investor’s ambiguity attitude for varying model
parameters. The Figure plots the ratio γ̃r /γ̃a as a function of the stockholder’s
ambiguity attitude γa (panel (a)), dividend volatility σ (panel (b)), and ambiguity
about dividend σa (panel (c)). In all panels, when the plot is above (below) the thin
grey line the representative investor is ambiguity-seeking (averse). The parameter
values are as in calibrated example presented after Proposition 8.
To gain further insight into equation (30), we examine in Figure 3 how the ratio γ̃r /γ̃a changes when we vary each parameter in the right-hand side of equation
(30). Figure 3(a) looks at how the stockholder’s ambiguity attitude γa affects γr /γ̃a ,
and shows that whether the stockholder in the “true” model and the representative
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investor have the same or opposite ambiguity attitudes depends on the level of γa .
If the stockholder is ambiguity-averse, γa > γr , the representative investor is also
ambiguity-averse given that, as seen from the plot, γ̃r /γ̃a < 1. For intermediate values of γa (specifically, γa ∈ (γ̂, γr )), the stockholder is ambiguity-seeking but the
representative investor is ambiguity-averse as γ̃r /γ̃a < 1. The earlier calibrated example illustrates this case. Finally, for low values of γa (specifically, γa < γ̂), the
stockholder is ambiguity-seeking and so is the representative investor, γ̃r /γ̃a > 1.
Looking at panel (b) of Figure 3, we see that the representative investor and the
stockholder in the “true” model may have opposite attitudes towards ambiguity provided that the dividend volatility σ is higher than a threshold σ̂ (where σ̂ is marked
on x-axis)—the former is ambiguity-averse and the latter is ambiguity-seeking. Otherwise, when σ < σ̂ both are ambiguity-seeking. From panel (c), the representative
investor and the stockholder have opposite attitudes towards ambiguity provided that
the extent of ambiguity is lower than a threshold σa > σ̂a (where σ̂a is marked on
x-axis); otherwise, they have the same ambiguity attitude.
B.1.

“True” model with full participation

One may wonder whether limited participation indeed plays a key role in our main
result—that ambiguity aversion of a representative investor (a common finding in
existing works) does not imply that individual traders are also ambiguity averse. To
address this question, we assume that the new data-generating model is as presented
in Section IV but with one change: the non-stockholder is replaced by an ambiguityneutral trader who can invest in both available assets.
In the interest of space, we here do not discuss properties of equilibrium in this
model and go straight to characterizing the ratio of the representative investor’s
preference parameters, γ̃r /γ̃a .
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PROPOSITION 9:

The ratio of the preference parameters of the representative

investor corresponding to the “true” model with full participation is

γ̃r /γ̃a =

σa2 (γa + γr ) + 2σ 2 γr
.
2γa σa2 + σ 2 (γa + γr )

(31)

Recalling one of the individual traders is ambiguity-neutral, the average ambiguity
attitude in the “true” economy is the same as that of the other trader, which is
determined by parameter γa . If the average attitude is neutral, we substitute γa =
γr into (31) and obtain that γ̃r /γ̃a = 1. Hence, the representative investor is also
ambiguity-neutral.
Differentiating expression (31) with respect to γa yields
2

∂(γ̃r /γ̃a )
2 (σa2 + σ 2 ) γr
=−
< 0,
γa
(2γa σa2 + σ 2 (γa + γr ))2

(32)

and the ratio γ̃r /γ̃a is decreasing in γa . Accordingly, if the ambiguity-sensitive trader
is ambiguity-seeking γa < γr then so is the representative investor because γ̃r /γ̃a is
higher than one. Analogously, if the former is ambiguity-averse then so is the latter.
This establishes a crucial role of limited participation behind our surprising results.

VII.

Conclusion

Assuming away ambiguity-seeking behavior is a universal practice in voluminous finance literature incorporating smooth ambiguity preferences. We examine the three
main rationales for disregarding ambiguity-seeking behavior and show that each of
them is flawed. First, we show that imposing ambiguity-aversion is not necessary
for smooth ambiguity models to be well-posed. Second, we show that when, in line
with evidence, heterogeneous individual traders are on average ambiguity-averse, the
32

corresponding representative investor can be ambiguity-seeking if the heterogeneity
is high enough. Third, we show that ambiguity-aversion of a representative investor
does not imply that individual traders are on average ambiguity-averse. The practical message of our work is that researchers should characterize explicitly the levels
of ambiguity-seeking for which their model is well-defined. This result should then
be used when calibrating the model, allowing the data to speak for themselves about
what ambiguity attitude is most consistent with evidence.
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Appendix A.

Proofs

General Results.
We start by computing equilibrium stock prices in the general case with an arbitrary
number of stocks. We later specialize the analysis to the two-stock settings described
in the main text.
Using bold symbols to denote vectors and matrices containing respective scalar
variables written in normal font, the final wealth (2) is given by:
w = θ0 (X − P rf ) + w0 rf .

(A1)

Substituting this expression into (3), and using the result that if x is N (μ, σ 2 ) then
E[ex ] = eμ+σ

2 /2

, we get that the inner expectation in (3) is



1 2 0
Eε u(w) = − exp −γrθ (μ − P rf ) + γr θ Σr θ ,
2
0

where we dropped w0 rf as it does not affect optimal choices. The associated certainty
equivalent CEε ≡ u−1 [Eε u(w) ] is
1
CEε = θ0 (μ − P rf ) − γrθ0 Σr θθ.
2
μa , Σa ), and compute
We now treat μ as an uncertain vector with distribution N (μ
the outer expectation in (3) and then the ambiguity-adjusted certainty equivalent
CEμ ≡ v −1 [Eμ v(u−1 [Eε u(w) ])] :
1
1
CEμ = θ0 (μa − P rf ) − γrθ0 Σr θ − γaθ0 Σa θθ.
2
2
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For the function CEμ (θ1 , θ2 ) to have a unique global maximum, its Hessian H must
be negative definite (see, e.g., Lemma 2.41 in Beck (2014)):

H = −γrΣr − γaΣa ≺ 0.

(A2)

When this condition holds, the optimal stock holdings are computed from the firstorder condition:
μa − P rf ).
μa − P rf = γrΣr θ + γaΣa θ ⇒ θ = (γrΣr + γaΣa )−1 (μ

(A3)

Equilibrium vector of risk premia in Economy-I is computed by substituting the
market clearing condition θ = 1 into (A3):

μa − P rf = (γrΣr + γaΣa )11.

(A4)

Representative and individual investors. To find an equilibrium in Economy-II, we
substitute γ1a = Aa −Ha and γ2a = Aa +Ha in (A3) and sum up the resulting optimal
stock holdings. The outcome must be a vector of ones for markets to clear:

Σa )−1 (μ
μa − P rf ) + (γrΣr + (Aa + Ha )Σ
Σa )−1 (μ
μa − P rf ) = 1 ,
(γrΣr + (Aa − Ha )Σ
μa − P rf = ((γr Σr + (Aa − Ha )Σ
Σa )−1 + (γr Σr + (Aa + Ha )Σ
Σa )−1 )

−1

1.

(A5)

The utility parameters γrII and γaII of the representative investor in the equivalent
Economy-I are computed by equating the risk premia given in (A4) in which we
substitutes γrII and γaII and the risk premia given in (A5):
Σa )−1 + (γrΣr + (Aa + Ha )Σ
Σa )−1
(γrII Σr + γaII Σa )11 = (γrΣr + (Aa − Ha )Σ
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−1

1 . (A6)

Analogously, for Economy-III: we substitute γ1a = Aa −Ha and γ2a = γ3a = Aa +Ha /2
into (A3), obtain the market clearing condition, solve for the equilibrium risk premia,
and then equate the result to the risk premia in Economy-I with a single investor
with the preference parameters sγrIII and γaIII . This gives us:
Σa )−1 + 2(γrΣr + (Aa + Ha /2)Σ
Σa )−1
(γrIII Σr + γaIII Σa )11 = (γrΣr + (Aa − Ha )Σ

−1

1.

(A7)

Proof of Proposition 1.
In the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2, we specialize the above general results to the
setting presented in Section IV.A by setting μa to [μ1 , μ2a ]0 and assuming that:



Σr = 

σ12
ρσ1 σ2







ρσ1 σ2 
,
2
σ2





0 0 
σ1 (ρσ2 + σ1 ) 0 
Σa = 
, M ≡ 
.
2
2
σ2 (ρσ1 + σ2 ) σ2a
0 σ2a

(A8)

With these assumptions, the AAS condition (A2) becomes




2
−γr ρσ1 σ2 
 −γr σ1
H=
 ≺ 0,
2
2
−γr ρσ1 σ2 −γr σ2 − γa σa

(A9)

which is equivalent to two restrictions: −γr σ12 < 0 and det(H) > 0. The first one is
always satisfied given the assumed risk aversion, γr > 0, and the second one expands
to
γr σ12 (γr σ22 + γa σa2 ) − (γr ρσ1 σ2 )2 > 0,
which after rearranging leads to condition (5), as reported in the Proposition.
Substituting (A8) into (A4) and writing the outcome in the scalar form, we obtain
(6).
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REMARK 3:

Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Ruffino (2013)’s optimal portfolio.

As a consistency check, let us verify that our optimal portfolios are the same as
in Maccheroni et al.’s analysis of the same setting with two stocks one of which is
ambiguous. Consider their results on pp. 1092-1093 for dollar investments 16 in stocks
1 and 2:
θ1 P 1 =

BD − HA
,
CD − H 2

θ 2 P2 =

CA − HB
.
CD − H 2

(A10)

In our notation, the five constants parameters are:
μ1
σ 2 γr
μ2a
− rf , B =
− rf , C = 1 2 ,
P2
P1
P1
σ2 + σ2
σ2
ρσ1 σ2 γr
D = γr 2a 2 2 + (γa − γr ) 2a2 , H =
.
P2
P2
P1 P 2
A=

Substituting these values into (A10) and rearranging, we get the optimal holding of
stock 1
θ1 =

2
(γa σ2a
+ σ22 ) (μ1 − P1 rf ) − ρσ1 σ2 (μ2 − P2 rf )
.
2
)
σ12 γr ((1 − ρ2 ) σ22 + γa σ2a

It is straightforward to verify that substituting (A8) into our optimal portfolio formula
(A3) produces the same θ1 ; analogously, for θ2 .
REMARK 4:

Multiple optimal portfolios.

If det(H) = 0, where H is given in (A9), then the investor’s maximization problem
either does not have a solution, or there are infinitely many solutions. The latter
occurs when the rank of the augmented matrix [H μa − P rf ] is one, which is the
rank of H. Equilibrium stock premia in this case are given by the same expressions
(6), because (A4) does not rely on the invertibility of H. Because the investor finds a
16
Maccheroni et al. refer to these quantities as portfolio weights, but they are also equal to the
dollar amounts invested in the stocks given that their investor is endowed with a unit of wealth.
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continuum of other portfolios equally attractive to the equilibrium (market-clearing)
choice θ1 = θ2 = 1, we view this equilibrium outcome as unstable and rule it out via
having a strict inequality in (5). Equivalently, our condition (5) allows only strictly
concave utility function functions with respect to portfolio variables θ1 and θ2 .
Proof of Proposition 2.
Substituting (A8) into (A6) and performing three matrix inversion operations on the
right-hand side, we get:






1 2
II
 γ r   2 σ1 γ r
M =
1
γaII
ρσ1 σ2 γr
2

1
ρσ1 σ2 γr
2
2 A γ + ρ2 −1 σ 4 γ 2
σ2 a4 (Ha2 −A2a )+(ρ2 −2)σ22 σ2a
) 2 r
a r (
2 A
2(ρ2 −1)σ22 γr −2σ2a
a

 
 1
 ,
1

(A11)

where M is defined in (A8). The first equation in (7) is then obtained by premultiplying both sides of (A11) by M −1 . The second equation in (7) is derived analogously
by solving (A7).
What remains to be shown is that the two computed representative investors are
not “too ambiguity seeking,” i.e., that their utilities’ parameters satisfy the AAS
condition (5). Otherwise, there would be no equilibrium in Economy-I with the same
stock prices as in Economy-II or III.
Given that we consider such Economies II and III in which equilibrium exists, it
must be the case that the utility of investor 1, who is the most ambiguity-tolerant,
satisfy (5):
2
2
⇒ Ha < Aa + γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a
.
Aa − Ha > −γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a

(A12)

2
into (7), we get after simple
Substituting the upper bound Ha = Aa + γr σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a
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algebra
γaII
=
γrII

γaIII
(1 − ρ2 ) σ22
=
−
.
γrIII
σa2

(A13)

From (7), we immediately see that γaII /γrII is decreasing in Ha , and the same
is true for γaIII /γrIII , though showing this requires additional manipulations that we
do not present here. Therefore, when (A12) holds as strict inequality, γaII /γrII and
γaIII /γrIII are both strictly larger than the right-hand side in (A13), and thus both
representative investors’ preferences satisfy the AAS condition.
Proof of Proposition 3.
In the proofs of Propositions 3 and 4, we adopt the results presented at the beginning
of the Appendix to the setting of Section IV.B by assuming




σ12

ρσ1 σ2 
,
ρσ1 σ2
σ22


σ1 (ρσ2 + σ1 ) σ1a (σ1a + ρa σ2a )
M =

σ2 (ρσ1 + σ2 ) σ2a (σ2a + ρa σ1a )

μa = [μ1a , μ2a ]0 , Σ r = 




Σa = 

2
σ1a

ρa σ1a σ2a



ρa σ1a σ2a 
,
2
σ2a

(A14)

Under (A14), the AAS condition (A2) becomes



H=

2
−σ1a
γa

−

σ12 γr

−ρσ1 σ2 γr − ρa σ1a σ2a γa



−ρσ1 σ2 γr − ρa σ1a σ2a γa 
 ≺ 0,
2
2
−σ2a γa − σ2 γr

(A15)

2
which is equivalent to two restrictions: γa > −σ12 γr /σ1a
and det(H) > 0, where

 2 2


2
2
det(H) = γa2 1 − ρ2a σ2a
σ2a +γa γr σ22 σ2a
+ σ12 σ2a
− 2ρσ1 σ2 ρa σ2a σ2a + 1 − ρ2 σ12 σ22 γr2 .
(A16)

We see that det(H) as a function of γa is an upward opening parabola, and its value
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2
at the threshold pertaining to the first restriction, γa = −σ12 γr /σ1a
, is equal to (after

some algebra):

=−

det(H)
2
γa =−σ12 γr /σ1a

σ12 γr2 (ρσ2 σ1a − σ1 ρa σ2a )2
< 0.
2
σ1a

(A17)

Therefore, some part of the quadratic function det(H) is negative, and so the equation
det(H) = 0 has two solutions. Then, if we set Γ a to the larger one, matrix H will be
negative definite when γa > Γa . Solving the quadratic equation, the larger solution is
given in (9). To establish that Γ a is negative, we combine the inequalities (A17) and

det(H)
γa =0

= (1 − ρ2 )σ12 σ22 γr2 > 0,

implying that the point Γ a at which the function det(H) changes sign belongs to the
interval (−σ12 γr /σ1a , 0), and so Γa is negative.
From (A2) and (A4), the risk premium vector can be written as −H11. Computing
this quantity for H given by (A15) and expressing the outcome in the scalar form
yields (10).
Proof of Corollary 1.
Substituting ρa = 0 into (9), we obtain the threshold

Γa =

2
2
+ σ12 σ2a
)+
− (σ22 σ1a

p

2 2
4
4
σ2a (2ρ2 − 1) + σ24 σ1a
+ σ14 σ2a
2σ12 σ22 σ1a
,
2 2
2σ1a
σ2a

(A18)

which we treat as a univariate function Γ a (σ1a ). To prove the required result, it is
2
,
sufficient to establish two properties of Γ a (σ1a ): a) lim Γa (σ1a ) = −σ22 (1 − ρ2 )/σ2a
σ1a →0

and b) Γa (σ1a ) is increasing over the interval σ1a > 0.
As for a), both the numerator and denominator in (A18) tend to zero when σ1a →
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0, and so we apply L’Hospital rule to get

lim Γa (σ1a ) =

σ1a →0

2
3
2 2
4
4 −1/2
(2ρ2 − 1) + 4σ24 σ1a
)(2σ12 σ22 σ1a
σ2a (2ρ2 − 1) + σ24 σ1a
+ σ14 σ2a
)
−2σ22 σ1a + 0.5(4σ12 σ22 σ1a σ2a
.
2
4σ1a σ2a
(A19)

Again, the fraction is of 0/0 type and so we apply L’Hospital rule for the second time.
The resulting expressions is rather bulky and is omitted here; evaluating it at σ1a = 0
yields the above property a).
As for property b), differentiating (A18) with respect to σ1a we get after some
algebra

X
Y
zq
}|
{ z
{

 }|
2 − 1) σ 2 σ 2 σ 2 σ 2 + σ 4 σ 4 + σ 4 σ 4 − ( 2ρ2 − 1 σ 2 σ 2 + σ 2 σ 2 )
2
(2ρ
σ12 γr 
1 2 1a 2a
2 1a
1 2a
2 1a
1 2a 



dΓa
=
dσ1a

3
σ1a

p

2 2
4
4
σ2a + σ24 σ1a
+ σ14 σ2a
2 (2ρ2 − 1) σ12 σ22 σ1a

(A20)

which is positive when X − Y in the numerator is positive. This is automatically true
when Y < 0, and is also true when Y ≥ 0 because

4
) = 1.
sgn(X − Y ) = sgn(X 2 − Y 2 ) = sgn(4ρ2 1 − ρ2 σ24 σ1a

(A21)

Proof of Proposition 4.
Substituting A14 into (A6) and rearranging the left-hand side so that it becomes a
matrix equation for the utility parameters, we get:




II
 γr 

M

γaII

Σa )−1 + (γrΣr + (Aa + Ha )Σ
Σa )−1
 = (γrΣr + (Aa − Ha )Σ
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−1

1,

(A22)

,

where matrices M , Σ r , Σ a are given in (A14). Premultiplying both sides by M −1
(assuming that M is invertible), we find the vector [γrII , γaII ] and then the first equation
in (12) represents the ratio of the vector’s second element over the first element. The
second equation is obtained analogously by solving (A7) under A14.
Unlike the earlier setting with one ambiguous stock, with two ambiguous stocks
it is a rather tedious exercise to show analytically that the utilities of the two representative investors satisfy the AAS condition whenever the condition is satisfied by
the utilities of the individual traders in Economies II and III. We have verified that
this is true for a large number of calibrated versions of the model, including those
analyzed in Figure 2. We have not pursued this analysis further to verify that this
is true in general, because even if it is not the key message of our paper would not
change.

Proof of Proposition 5.
Substituting (4) and (16) into (19), we get the maximization problem:

max
s
c1 ,θ

− exp(−γr cs1 ) + βφ−1 (Eμ [φ (EX2 [− exp(−γr (θX2 + (es − cs1 − θP )rf ))])])) ,
(A23)

Using (14), we compute the inner expectation of the second term in the above expression:
EX2 [− exp(−γr (θX2 + (es − cs1 − θP )rf ))])] = −e−γr ((e

s −cs −θP )r +μθ−θ 2 σ 2 γ /2
r
f
1

) . (A24)

Evaluating the function φ() given in (20) at the value given in the above equation
and computing the expectation Eμ (with respect to (14)) of the resulting expression,
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we get

Eμ [φ (eqn.(A24)]) = −

exp (−γa (−θ (θγa σa2 − 2μa + θσ 2 γr ) /2 + (es − cs1 − θP )rf ))
.
γa
(A25)

The inverse function of φ() given in (20) is
γr

φ−1 (x) = − (−xγa ) γa .

(A26)

Evaluating this function at the value given in (A25) and substituting the result into
(A23) we get the objective function (24) presented in Proposition 5.
Towards characterizing the appropriate AAS condition, we compute the Hessian
of the function (24). We obtain 2 × 2 matrix H = {hij }, i, j = 1, 2, with the following
elements

h12 = h21

2
2
s
s
s
h11 = −γr2 e−c1 γr − βrf2 γr2 e−γr (−θ(θγa σa −2μa +θσ γr )/2+(e −c1 −θP )rf ) ,
(A27)


2
2
s
s
=βrf γr2 μa − θ γa σa2 + σ 2 γr − P rf e−γr (−θ(θγa σa −2μa +θσ γr )/2+(e −c1 −θP )rf ) ,

(A28)


2
1
2
2
s
s
h22 = − βγr2 −μa + θ γa σa2 + σ 2 γr + P rf e−γr (−θ(θγa σa −2μa +θσ γr )/2+(e −c1 −θP )rf )
2

2
2
s
s
(A29)
− βγr γa σa2 + σ 2 γr e−γr (−θ(θγa σa −2μa +θσ γr )/2+(e −c1 −θP )rf ) .
The function (24) is strictly concave if H is negative definite. The first condition
for this to be the case is that h11 < 0, which, as we see from (A27), is always true.
The second condition is that det(H) = h11 h22 − h12 h21 > 0. Substituting (A27)–
(A29) into this condition and dividing the resulting expression by the positive term
e−γr (−θ(θγa σa −2μa +θσ
2

2γ

r

)/2+(es −cs1 −θP )rf ) , we get, after some algebra, that det(H) > 0 is
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equivalent to the condition that

2
2
s
s
βrf2 γa σa2 + γr σ 2 e−γr (−θ(θγa σa −2μa +θσ γr )/2+(e −c1 −θP )rf ) +
2
+ (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) + γr θ(γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) − μa + P rf > 0.

(A30)

When γa σa2 + γr σ 2 > 0—which is equivalent to condition (25)—it is easy to see
that the left-hand side of (A30) is a sum of three non-negative terms and the first
two are strictly positive, implying that (A30) is satisfied. Therefore, when (25) holds
the objective function (24) is strictly concave. If γa σa2 + γr σ 2 < 0, we can find such
investment strategies θ that the last (quadratic) term in (A30) is zero or close to zero
so that the two other negative terms dominate. In this case, we have the opposite
inequality to that in (A30) implying that the objective function (24) is not strictly
concave over its domain. Finally, if γa σa2 + γr σ 2 = 0 we can see directly from the
objective function (24) that it is either does not have a bounded maximum point θ
(if −2μa + 2P rf 6= 0) or is not sensitive to θ (if −2μa + 2P rf = 0). In either case,
the model is not well-posed and so this case is not allowed by condition ( 25).

Proof of Proposition 6.
Given the assumed condition (25), the objective function (24) is strictly concave and
so there can be at most one critical (stationary) point of function ( 24); if it exists, it
is the point of global maximum. The first-order conditions for a critical point with
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respect to cs1 and θ are given by, respectively:

 s
1
2
2
s
s
γr e−c1 γr − βrf e 2 γr (θ(θγa σa −2μa +2P rf +θσ γr )+2c1 rf −2rf e ) = 0,

(A31)

 1
2
2
s
s
− βγr θγa σa2 − μa + P rf + θσ 2 γr e 2 γr (θ(θγa σa −2μa +2P rf +θσ γr )+2c1 rf −2rf e ) = 0.

(A32)

For equation (A32) to hold, the term in brackets has to zero, leading to equation (27)
in the Proposition. Manipulating equation (A31), we get
e−c1 γr = βrf e 2 γr (θ(θγa σa −2μa +2P rf +θσ
s

(take logs)

(rearrange)

(solve for

cs1 )

1

2

2γ

r

)+2cs1 rf −2rf es ) ,

(A33)



1
− cs1 γr = log(βrf ) + γr θ θγa σa2 − 2μa + 2P rf + θσ 2 γr + 2cs1 rf − 2rf es ,
2
(A34)

1
− cs1 γr − cs1 γr rf = log(βrf ) + γr θ θγa σa2 − 2μa + 2P rf + θσ 2 γr − rf γr es ,
2
(A35)
cs1

rf γr es − log(βrf ) − 12 γr θ (θγa σa2 − 2μa + 2P rf + θσ 2 γr )
=
(A36)
γr (1 + rf )

Looking at the numerator of (A36), we see that the term in brackets is a sum of
(θγa σa2 − μa + P rf + θσ 2 γr ), which is zero according to (27), and (−μa +P rf ). Therefore, the term in brackets can be replaced by (−μa + P rf ). Making this replacement,
and then substituting θ with (27) in the resulting expression we get:
cs1

rf γr es − log(βrf ) + 12 γr θ(P rf − μa )2 /(γa σa2 + γr σ 2 )
=
.
γr (1 + rf )

(A37)

Multiplying the numerator and denominator by 2(γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) yields the required
equation (26).
Proof of Proposition 7.
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The equilibrium stock price (29) is obtained by equating the stockholder’s optimal
stock demand (27) to the supply x and solving the resulting equation. We can also
rearrange (29) to get:
P rf = μa − x(γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ),

(A38)

which we will use later.
Substituting the value of the stockholder’s endowment (15) into her optimal consumption (26) yields
(μa −P rf )

2

γa σa2 +σ 2 γr

− 2rf ens + 2xrf (P + X1 ) − 2 log(βrf )/γr
2 (rf + 1)

,

(A39)

and adding this expression to the non-stockholder’s optimal consumption ( 15) yields
the total demand for date-1 consumption:
(μa −P rf )

2

γa σa2 +σ 2 γr

+ 2xrf (P + X1 ) − 4 log(βrf )/γr
2 (rf + 1)

.

(A40)

Substituting (A38) into (A40), the total demand is
x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) + 2x(μa − x(γa σa2 + γr σ 2 )) + 2xrf X1 − 4 log(βrf )/γr
=
2 (rf + 1)
−x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) + 2xμa + 2xrf X1 − 4 log(βrf )/γr
=
.
(A41)
2 (rf + 1)
Equating (A41) to the total supply of the consumption good xX1 and rearranging
yields the equilibrium condition (28).
In the above analysis, we explicitly imposed the market clearing conditions in the
markets to date-1 consumption and stock investment. As a consistency check, let us
now verify that the two other market clearing conditions presented in Section V.C
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are also satisfied in equilibrium.
As for the bond market at date 1, in equilibrium the stockholder’s date-1 investment in the bond es − cs1 − θP is given by—using equations (15), (29), and the market
clearing conditions cs1 = xX1 − cns
1 and θ = x :
ns
es− cs1 − θP = (xX1 + xP − ens ) − (xX1 − cns
− ens ,
1 ) − xP = c

which is the opposite of the non-stockholder’s bond investment ens − cns . Therefore,
the total bond investment is zero and so the bond market clears.
As for the date-2 consumption, the total consumption in equilibrium is obtained
by summing up (16) and (17):
s s
ns
− cns
cs2 + cns
2 = θX2 + (e− c1 − θP )rf + (e
1 )r.

(A42)

Given that the bond market clears, the two expressions in brackets in equation ( A42)
are opposite of each other and so the total consumption is θX2 . Therefore, the market
for date-2 consumption clears.
Proof of Proposition 8. The representative investor’s stock demand θ̃ is obtained by
substituting her preference parameters γ̃r and γ̃a into equation (27), which yields

θ̃ =

μa − P r f
.
γ̃a σa2 + γ̃r σ 2

(A43)

Because we want to find such γ̃r and γ̃a that the equilibrium quantities P and rf are
the same in the two models, “true” and representative-investor, the quantity P rf in
the numerators in (A43) and (27) is the same and so, given that the stock demands
in the two economies are equal in equilibrium, θ̃ = θ, we have the first condition that
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must be satisfied by γ̃r and γ̃a :
γ̃a σa2 + γ̃r σ 2 = γa σa2 + γr σ 2 .

(A44)

Analogously, we equate the total demand for date-1 dividend in the “true” economy,
given by (A41), to the representative investor’s demand, obtained by substituting
substituting γ̃r and γ̃a into the stockholder’s demand function (A39) and setting
ens = 0 in the resulting equation (because there is no non-stockhoder). This yields
− x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) + 2xμa + 2xrf X1 − 4 log(βrf )/γr =

(μa − P rf )2
+ 2xrf (P + X1 ) − 2 log(βrf )/γ̃r ,
γ̃a σa2 + γ̃r σ 2

− x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) + 2x(μa − P rf ) − 4 log(βrf )/γr = x2 (γ̃a σa2 + γ̃r σ 2 ) − 2 log(βrf )/γ̃r ,
x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) − 4 log(βrf )/γr = x2 (γ̃a σa2 + γ̃r σ 2 ) − 2 log(βrf )/γ̃r ,
γ̃r = γr /2.

(A45)

In the above calculations, the second equation is obtained by cancelling 2 xrf X1 from
both sides, moving 2xrf P to the left-hand side, and using condition (A38) to transform the first term on the right-hand side. The third equation, again, makes use of
(A38) to transform −x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ) + 2x(μa − P rf ) to x2 (γa σa2 + γr σ 2 ). The final
expression is obtained by cancelling the first terms on both sides of the third equation,
which as are equal given (A38).
Substituting (A45) into (A44) and solving for γ̃a , we obtain

γ̃a =

2γa σa2 + γr σ 2
.
2σa2

(A46)

Dividing (A45) by (A46) yields the required expression (30).
Proof of Proposition 9. The overall demand for date-1 dividend in the “true” econ48

omy is obtained by summing up the demands of the two investors, each given by
(A39). For the ambiguity-neutral investor, we set γa = γr in (A39). This demand
must equal to the demand in the representative-investor economy, which is given by
(A39) in which we replace γa and γr by, respectively, γ̃a and γ̃r . This leads the first
equation:
(μa −P rf )

2

(σa2 +σ 2 )γr

+

(μa −P rf )

2

γa σa2 +σ 2 γr

+ 2xrf (P + X1 ) − 4 log(βrf )/γr
2 (rf + 1)

(μa −P rf )

=

2

γ̃a σa2 +γ̃r σ 2

+ 2xrf (P + X1 ) − 2 log(βrf )/γ̃r
2 (rf + 1)

.

(A47)

Similarly, equating the stock demands in the two economies, we obtain the second
equation
μa − P r f
μa − P r f
μa − P r f
+
.
=
2
2
2
2
γa σa + γr σ
γr (σa + σ )
γ̃a σa2 + γ̃r σ 2
Solving the system of equations (A47)–(A48) for γ̃a and γ̃r yields

γ̃r = γr /2,

γ̃a =

γr (σ 2 γa + 2γa σa2 + σ 2 γr )
,
2 (γa σa2 + σa2 γr + 2σ 2 γr )

and computing the ratio of these two values yields (31).

49

(A48)
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